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For conversational agents’ speech, either all possible sentences have to be prerecorded by voice actors or the required utterances can be synthesized. While synthesizing speech is more flexible and economic in production, it also potentially reduces
the perceived naturalness of the agents among others due to mistakes at various linguistic levels. In our article, we are interested in the impact of adequate and inadequate prosody, here particularly in terms of accent placement, on the perceived
naturalness and aliveness of the agents. We compare (1) inadequate prosody, as generated by off-the-shelf text-to-speech
(TTS) engines with synthetic output; (2) the same inadequate prosody imitated by trained human speakers; and (3) adequate
prosody produced by those speakers. The speech was presented either as audio-only or by embodied, anthropomorphic
agents, to investigate the potential masking effect by a simultaneous visual representation of those virtual agents. To this
end, we conducted an online study with 40 participants listening to four different dialogues each presented in the three Speech
levels and the two Embodiment levels. Results confirmed that adequate prosody in human speech is perceived as more natural (and the agents are perceived as more alive) than inadequate prosody in both human (2) and synthetic speech (1). Thus,
it is not sufficient to just use a human voice for an agents’ speech to be perceived as natural—it is decisive whether the
prosodic realisation is adequate or not. Furthermore, and surprisingly, we found no masking effect by speaker embodiment,
since neither a human voice with inadequate prosody nor a synthetic voice was judged as more natural, when a virtual agent
was visible compared to the audio-only condition. On the contrary, the human voice was even judged as less “alive” when
accompanied by a virtual agent. In sum, our results emphasize, on the one hand, the importance of adequate prosody for
perceived naturalness, especially in terms of accents being placed on important words in the phrase, while showing, on the
other hand, that the embodiment of virtual agents plays a minor role in the naturalness ratings of voices.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Embodied conversational agents (ECAs), i.e., virtual agents using natural language embedded into a virtual
environment [10], are used in many domains. They can be embedded in training simulations, e.g., for negotiations [22], job interviews [2, 7], public speaking [14, 24], or teaching [13, 29]. Despite plausibly animating the
ECAs for these applications (cf. [31, 40]), developers strive to make the speech, which is a key modality of ECAs,
as natural as possible to further facilitate the interactions with these agents. While the most natural option for the
speech content is to record a voice actor, this is very labor- and cost-intensive [20]. Therefore, text-to-speech
(TTS) synthesis is often used (e.g., [36, 38]), which creates speech audio from text input only and can also be
used in flexible real-time scenarios. While there exist approaches going even further by, e.g., incorporating more
information into the synthesis process, such as concept-to-speech (CTS) [23], the present work will focus on
the easier-to-use and more common TTS method.
There exists a large body of research comparing synthetic speech with prerecorded speech by trained speakers.
For example, Chérif and Lemoine [12] found that anthropomorphic agents with a human voice elicit stronger
social presence than those with a synthetic voice. Chateau et al. [11] evaluated the emotional response in participants comparing voice quality levels. Krenn et al. [26] looked into the social effects of synthetic voices incorporating dialects. Davis et al. [17] compared non-native judgments of prosodically expressive as well as neutral human
utterances with TTS. Malisz et al. [30] used deep learning techniques to adapt the prominence of individual syllables of synthetic speech to the prominence in natural speech. By this they tried to improve the naturalness
of the synthetic speech but did not find significant improvements in naturalness ratings. An in-depth analysis of synthetic voices in human-agent interaction by Seaborn et al. [37] provides a summary of many studies
evaluating different dimensions when comparing synthetic and human speech. Other studies investigated the
effect of synthetic speech on either computer-sided (e.g., [19]) or user-sided alignment/entrainment (e.g., lexical
and syntactic alignment in [35]). Rosenthal-von der Pütten et al. [35] examined not only the effect of synthetic
as compared to prerecorded speech but also how the ECA (in their case as robotic representation) was embodied, differing between an actual robot, a virtual robot, and no embodiment at all. They did not find an effect of
synthetic speech on human-likeness, which can, however, at least partly be accounted to the robot-like visual
representations used. Similar studies (e.g., [15]) also enhance this comparison by a more articulated talking head
present in the physical space of the participants, namely a Furhat [1]. While there is an open discussion as to
what kind of voice to use for non-human devices like smart speakers [9], we will focus here on anthropomorphic agents. To allow for intuitive interactions with those, we will put naturalness (cf. [18]) at the center of our
analysis.
Despite the rapid improvement of TTS technology in recent years, human listeners tend to rate synthetic
speech as less natural [27], while modern synthetic voices are reaching the level of human voices [37]. The preference of human voices may partly be attributed to an inadequate prosody of the synthesized speech, surfacing,
for example, as the wrong placement of lexical stresses, pitch accents, and pauses, sometimes leading to a “broken” rhythm, or by inappropriate intonation contours (e.g., [16]). When comparing synthetic and human voices
for virtual agents, Cabral et al. [8] copied the natural human prosody in their synthesis, and Davis et al. [17]
used different levels of expressive human prosody, but they both explicitly did not evaluate inadequate prosody
as commonly present in off-the-shelf TTS solutions. To close the research gap on the effect of inadequate linguistic prosody for German native listeners, we investigate how prerecorded human speech featuring the same
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Fig. 1. Side-by-side visualization of two different frames of the used stimuli in the audio-visual condition E ECA . The agents
are animated using face recordings of real speakers and engage in a four-sentence conversation of about 30 s length, in this
case organizing the next football training (S4training ).

inadequate prosody as synthetic speech from off-the-shelf TTS solutions is rated regarding its perceived naturalness compared to TTS, on the one hand, and natural speech with “correct” or adequate prosody on the other.
Thereby, we evaluate how strong the influence of such inadequate prosody is with the aim to draw attention to
the role of (in-)adequate prosody when using off-the-shelf TTS in ECA research. Our testbed comprises four social contexts representing everyday situations, e.g., making a doctor’s appointment, in which two ECAs engage
in a four-sentence conversation of about 30 s length. Furthermore, we examine whether seeing virtual representations of the ECAs acting out this speech influences the expectations, and thus the ratings, of naturalness.
We expect to find that synthetic speech will be more readily accepted within a virtual environment, since the
combination may be felt as matching (cf. Gong and Nass, who found synthetic speech to be best presented with
a synthetic face [21]). We call this the masking effect of synthetic speech by speaker embodiment. Moreover, we
anticipate that the use of embodied ECAs also influences how severely inadequate prosody is assessed. We call
this the masking effect of prosody by speaker embodiment. Furthermore, we expect the female voice to be judged
as more natural in synthetic speech, since most smart speakers nowadays use female synthetic voices [41] and
therefore participants are more accustomed to those producing incorrect prosody. To the best of our knowledge
no study has been conducted before evaluating this isolated effect of inadequate prosody in TTS in combination
with speaker embodiment. Although, as stated by Peeters [33], doing such research directly in virtual reality
will increase ecological validity, we had to restrict the presented study to a video-based online survey due to the
limitations resulting from the ongoing corona pandemic.
We designed a study varying the (S)peech in three levels: synthetic speech as generated by a TTS system
(S TTS ), speech recorded by a voice actor imitating the less adequate prosody as present in the synthetic stimuli
(S human+TTS ), and human speech with adequate prosody (S human ). We also varied the (E)mbodiment of the speakers
on two levels between audio-only (E audio ) and simultaneously watching ECAs acting out the speech (E ECA ) in
an audio-visual condition. For our conversations, we used both female and male virtual interlocutors ((G)ender
with the levels G female and G male ).
We test the following hypotheses with respect to perceived naturalness (N ):
H1 We expect participants to rate (1) a human voice as more natural than a synthetic voice (even if the prosody
is inadequate) and (2) adequate prosody as more natural than inadequate prosody:
N (S human ) > N (S human+TTS ) > N (S TTS ).
H2 We expect that watching the ECAs speaking will increase the perceived naturalness of the synthetic speech:
N (E ECA ) > N (E audio ) for S TTS .
H3 We expect participants to perceive the female voice as more natural in synthetic speech:
N (G female ) > N (G male ) for S TTS .
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Table 1. Conversation in the First Scenario (S1doctor ) Given by a Male ECA (A) and a Female ECA (B)

S1
A

B

A
B

German (Adequate Prosody)
Guten Tag, ich möchte
gerne einen Termin für eine
KonTROLLuntersuchung
vereinbaren.
Sehr gerne, aber in diesem
Monat kann ich Ihnen leider
keinen Termin mehr ANbieten.
Wir sind bereits VOLL.
Schade. Wie sieht es denn im
FEBruar terminlich aus?
Gut, hier sind noch einige Termine FREI. Sie könnten zum
Beispiel am neunten Februar
um neun UHR vorbeikommen.

German (TTS Prosody)
Guten Tag, ich möchte
gerne einen Termin für
eine
Kontrolluntersuchung
verEINbaren.
Sehr gerne, aber in diesem
Monat kann ich Ihnen leider
keinen TerMIN mehr anbieten.
Wir sind bereits VOLL.
Schade. Wie sieht es denn im
Februar terMINlich aus?
Gut, hier sind noch einige
TerMIne frei. Sie könnten
zum Beispiel am neunten
Februar um neun Uhr
VORbeikommen.

English Translation
Good morning, I’d like to make
an appointment for a check-up.

Very well, but unfortunately I
can’t offer you any more appointments this month. We are
fully booked already.
Too bad. What about the schedule for February?
It looks good, here we still have
some free dates. For example,
you could come by on the ninth
of February at nine o’clock.

Accented syllables are written in boldface and the nuclear accent in bold capitals. The adequate prosody was used for S human ,
whereas TTS prosody was used for S human+TTS as well as S TTS . For the latter, inadequate nuclear accents are highlighted in red.
An English translation of the text is given in the right-hand column. The other scenarios can be found in the appendix in Table 2.

2

ONLINE STUDY

We designed a 3 × 2 within-subject study, comparing the three different levels of Speech and the two levels of
Embodiment of the speakers.

2.1 Materials
We designed four dialogues between a woman and a man consisting of four sentences per dialogue portraying
a short telephone call in German of about 30 s each. This allowed us to place the participants as passive observers between the interlocutors. The Scenarios were designed to represent everyday situations like making a
doctor’s appointment (S1doctor ), organizing a board game night with friends (S2gaming ), booking a flight (S3travel ),
or organizing the next football training (S4training ). The dialogue for scenario S1doctor is given in Table 1, with
the accented syllables in boldface and the nuclear accent in bold capitals (see Table 2 in the appendix for the
other scenarios). A nuclear accent is the final pitch accent in an utterance that determines the interpretation or
pragmatic meaning of the utterance. Table 1 shows a distribution of accents representing a possible adequate
prosody. The adequacy of prosody (especially in terms of accent placement, which is of major interest in our
study) was checked in a brief informal survey prior to the experiment. Additionally, the prosody as produced by
the TTS system is given, with inadequate accents in red. Since the experiment is conducted in German, we also
provide an English translation, however, not specifying the accents since they are language-dependent.
We tested different commercial TTS engines and decided in favor of Google Cloud TTS using the voices deDE-Wavenet-F as female and de-DE-Wavenet-B as male voice since they yielded the audibly most pleasing results
while generating on average 2.5 misplaced nuclear accents per dialogue. In the last sentence of the example in
Table 1, e.g., the TTS engine placed the nuclear accent on the first syllable of the final verb (VORbeikommen,
“come by”), representing both a wrong position of lexical stress (which should be on the second syllable, i.e.,
vorBEIkommen) as well as an inappropriate position of the nuclear pitch accent (which should be on the noun
Uhr “clock,” as in the left-hand column of Table 1). These stimuli were used for the S TTS level.
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 18, No. 4, Article 21. Publication date: October 2021.
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Fig. 2. A voice actor speaking his part in the dialogue being recorded with an AKG C451E microphone with pop filter and
an iPhone SE for facial tracking.

Additionally, we recorded a trained 36-year-old female speaker and a trained 51-year-old male speaker with
an AKG C451E microphone (with CK4 Capsule) at around 50 cm distance to the speaker (see Figure 2) in an
acoustically optimized recording room (reverberation time T30 < 200 ms) reading out the dialogue once with
adequate prosody (S human ) and once imitating the prosody as produced by the TTS engine (S human+TTS ). For the
imitation, the actors listened to the sentences produced by the TTS engine a few times and then spoke along
with it.
While recording audio, we also captured the facial movements of the speakers to animate the respective ECAs
during rendering. In our tests, using a recording based on Apple’s TrueDepth Sensor turned out to work better
than capturing the face using purely RGB-video-based solutions like OpenFace 2.0 [5] as proposed in [39] or
animating the face based on speech only, for example, using Oculus Lipsync.1 Therefore, we used the Live Link
Face app2 for iPhone, which records face animations in 100 Hz and writes them into a file, so the activation of the
different facial blend shapes can be used later on for rendering (see Figure 2). Since the sentences for S human+TTS
were spoken in sync with the audio of S TTS , we were able to use the face tracking for both conditions. By this
process we minimized any qualitative visual differences between the speech conditions.
The audio for both Embodiment levels was processed with the Virtual Acoustics3 framework to generate a
binaural signal of the virtual sound source approximately 70 cm away from the listener. A static artificial reverberation was added approximating the reverberation in a medium-sized room (V = 56 m3 , T30 ≈ 430 ms).
For E ECA we used two human models generated with Reallusion’s Character Creator 3 (see Figure 1). The
models were rendered in Unreal Engine 4.22 in front of a static background and lit according to lights estimated
from the background. For the conversations we tried to convey the impression of a hands-free phone call, using
cuts between the frontal perspectives as depicted side by side in Figure 1. We decided to use this presentation
since we assumed that this kind of cut sequence should be known from movies and allowed participants to listen
to the agents from a frontal direction.

2.2 Procedure
The study was conducted as an online questionnaire realized using the SoSci Survey platform [28] and made
available to participants at www.soscisurvey.de. The study consisted of two parts with two different tasks. In the
first part, participants had to rate the naturalness of 24 stimuli (3 Speech conditions × 2 Embodiment conditions ×
4 Scenarios). The evaluation was carried out for each stimulus on a separate page. According to the Embodiment
condition, 12 stimuli were presented as audio-only and 12 stimuli as video. Participants were able to control
when to start a stimulus, but it could only be played once. Each stimulus was rated on two visual analog scales
1 https://developer.oculus.com/downloads/package/oculus-lipsync-unreal/.
2 https://apps.apple.com/us/app/live-link-face/id1495370836/.
3 http://www.virtualacoustics.org/.
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Fig. 3. Screenshots of the study forms: (a) first part with the video stimulus currently playing and both visual analogue
scales filled in; (b) form of the second part, with two buttons playing one stimulus each and radio buttons to select either
stimulus or both equally (German: beide gleich).

(VASs) to evaluate two aspects of naturalness (see Figure 3(a)). The first scale was used to directly collect
(N )aturalness ratings, answering the question “How does the dialogue sound to you?” (German: Wie klingt der
Dialog für Sie?). Participants provided the judgments by placing a roll bar on the continuous horizontal scale
(VAS) with the left pole labeled “unnatural” and the right pole labelled “natural.” The second scale was used
to collect (A)liveness ratings. Participants had to judge to what extent the statement “The individuals appear
to be sentient (conscious and alive) to me” (German: Die Individuen wirken auf mich wie fühlende Wesen (mit
Bewusstsein, lebendig) “does not apply” (left pole) or “does apply” (right pole) to them. This question is one of five
items of the Social Presence Survey [4], connecting the naturalness here to this well-established measure. The
responses on both scales were encoded as interval data ranging from 0 (left pole) to 100 (right pole). Hence, the
higher the ratings or values, the higher the degree of perceived naturalness/aliveness. The stimuli were presented
in randomized order for each participant.
After finishing this part of the questionnaire, an intermediate questionnaire asked the following questions in
random order:
(1) “What aspects did you in particular focus on in the videos?”:
multiple choice for speech, individuals, lipsync, gaze, environment, other
(2) “Would you want to interact directly with one or both individuals?”:
VAS from “No, not at all” (0) to “Yes, absolutely” (100)
(3) “Which of the two individuals would you prefer to interact with?”:
single choice for male, female, both equally
(4) “Would you prefer to see the individuals talking instead of just hearing them?”:
VAS from “No, not at all” (0) to “Yes, absolutely” (100)
(5) “Which version of the dialogue was easier to follow?”:
single choice for video, audio-only, both equally
In the second part of the study, participants had to make forced choices; i.e., they had to choose which of
two audio stimuli sounded more natural to them (German: Welcher Satz klingt für Sie natürlicher?). Therefore,
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participants were able to listen to each stimulus as often as necessary by clicking on it. After having listened to both stimuli at least once, participants had to pick either one stimulus or choose “both equally” (see
Figure 3(b)). The stimuli used were individual sentences from the first part of the study. Participants had to rate
six pairs, in which the same sentence was spoken with a different Speech level (i.e., S human vs. S human+TTS , S human
vs. S TTS , and S human+TTS vs. S TTS ) by both speakers (or Genders). Additionally, three pairs with identical Speech
level were used to compare the naturalness of the speakers’ Gender (G female vs. G male ). Since we had not recorded
the same sentence spoken by both voice actors, we used sentences with similar length. Finally, we added four
filler pairs comparing identical stimuli (two filler stimuli for each speaker) to identify insufficiently attentive participants. Participants failing to rate fillers more than once with “both equally” were excluded from the analysis.
Hence, in total 13 sentence pairs had to be rated: 6 comparisons with different Speech level (but same Gender) + 3
comparisons with identical Speech level (but mixed Gender) + 4 filler sentences. Ratings for the nine (non-filler)
sentence pairs were part of the analysis.
The procedure of the study was as follows: after reading a description about the content and purpose of
the study, participants were asked to use regular stereo headphones and conduct an audio calibration using a
sequence of TTS samples of numbers and letters. In this sequence, the participants had to adjust the audio volume
so that only the numbers were comprehensible, without understanding the less loud letters in between. This
created comparable hearing conditions for all participants, independent of hardware and potential background
noise. In very quiet environments, the calibration led to a minimum playback volume of around 50 dBA.
Next, example exercises for both parts were shown, so participants were aware of the procedure before being
asked to give informed consent and filling in a demographics questionnaire. The remainder of the study was split
in two parts. Both parts began with three warm-up conditions (taken from the study conditions), so participants
got familiar with the controls of the exercise and were also introduced to the entire range of the stimuli. The
study ended with two free-answer fields asking for suggestions to improve the naturalness of the dialogues and
asking for general feedback.

2.3 Participants and Analysis
Forty native speakers of German took part in the experiment, which were primarily recruited via university
mailing lists. One participant rated more than one of the filler sentences not with “both equally” and was therefore
excluded from the analyses. Eight of the remaining participants answered one of the fillers incorrectly; however,
those participants were kept for the evaluation. The remaining 39 participants (25 female) had a mean age of 30.3
years (standard deviation (SD) = 13.4 years), and all of them reported normal hearing and normal or corrected
vision. Twelve of the participants reported to have at least a basic knowledge of linguistics (one of them reported
being advanced). Furthermore, six of the participants grew up in a bilingual environment. Participants took
between 24 to 38 minutes to complete the entire study.
For the statistical analysis, we performed linear mixed-effects models and generalized linear mixed-effects
models by using the lmer() and glmer() functions from the “lme4” package [6] for R [34]. Linear mixed-effects
models were calculated to test for statistical significance of the naturalness (N ) and aliveness (A) ratings on the
visual analog scales in the first part of the experiment. The models included Speech (S human , S human+TTS , S TTS ),
Embodiment (E audio , E ECA ), and Scenario (S1doctor , S2gaming , S3travel , S4training ) as fixed factors and assume random
intercepts and slopes for Speech by participants. Generalized linear mixed-effects models were performed for
the statistical analysis of the distributions of naturalness choices between (1) different Speech levels and (2)
different speakers (Gender: G female , G male ) in the second part of the experiment. The models included the type of
Comparison (i.e., either between (1) different or (2) identical Speech levels) as fixed factor and also assume random
intercepts and slopes for Comparison by participants. We additionally tested all models against a model with the
same random effect structure including Participant Gender (Pfemale , Pmale ) as another fixed effect. Correlations
were computed using Pearson correlation coefficients.
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Fig. 4. Boxplots of the ratings of (N )aturalness (a) and (A)liveness (b) (on a scale from 0 to 100), split by Speech and Embodiment. Boxes indicate quartiles with whiskers at full range, excluding outliers. Additionally all individual data points
are shown. Differences between all Speech levels were significant (p < .001); other significances are shown, ∗∗∗ p < .001,
∗∗ p < .01.

2.4 Results
Overall results of the first part of the experiment are depicted in Figure 4 in terms of boxplots and individual data
points of the naturalness and aliveness ratings split by Speech and Embodiment. The figure shows that dialogues
with adequate prosody spoken by a human voice (S human ) are clearly perceived as natural and alive, while the
perceived naturalness and aliveness strongly decrease for dialogues with inadequate prosody (S human+TTS , S TTS ).
However, in the latter conditions human voices are still perceived as more natural and alive (medium scores)
than synthetic voices, which received the lowest scores.
In the following, we will first report the effects registered by the statistical analyses of the naturalness (N ) and
aliveness (A) ratings that are significant by the |t | > 2 criterion (corresponding to the established significance
level of p < .05, cf. [3]). Subsequently, we will report for both rating scales significant contrasts based on pairwise
comparisons that exhibit a significance level of at least p < .001 unless otherwise specified. Statistical analyses
of the naturalness (N ) ratings (936 observations) register significant effects of Speech [χ 2 = 121.15, p < .001]
and Scenario [χ 2 = 10.58, p > .001] as well as of the interactions Speech:Scenario [χ 2 = 4.47, p < .001] and
Speech:Embodiment:Scenario [χ 2 = 2.61, p < .05]. Likewise, statistical analyses of the aliveness (A) ratings (936
observations) register significant effects of Speech [χ 2 = 169.49, p < .001] and Scenario [χ 2 = 6.85, p < .001]
as well as of the interaction Speech:Scenario [χ 2 = 3.2628, p < .01]. Furthermore, aliveness ratings additionally
reveal significant effects of Embodiment [χ 2 = 13.30, p < .001] and of the interaction Speech:Embodiment [χ 2 =
8.54, p < .001]. Likelihood ratio tests comparing the presented models with a model including Participant Gender
as another fixed factor revealed no significant effects (N : χ 2 = 15.55, p = .9; A: χ 2 = 9.54, p = .99).
Pairwise comparisons of the effect of the Speech levels confirm a significant decrease in the perception of
naturalness and aliveness from S human to S human+TTS to S TTS . Accordingly, we found N and A to be strongly
correlated, r (934) = .85, p < .001. Further pairwise comparisons reveal that dialogues of scenario S4training are in
general rated significantly more natural and alive than dialogues of scenario S1doctor and S2gaming (cf. Figure 5).
For dialogues with the S human+TTS Speech level the N and A ratings of scenario S3travel are also significantly higher
than the ratings for scenarios S1doctor and S2gaming . Moreover, for the naturalness ratings only, these differences
between scenarios N (S1doctor ) and N (S2gaming ) vs. N (S3travel ) and N (S4training ) are enhanced in the N (E audio )
condition. Further effects of Embodiment are registered for the aliveness ratings: pairwise comparisons reveal
that dialogues presented as audio-only (A(E audio )) are in general rated as more alive than dialogues presented as
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 18, No. 4, Article 21. Publication date: October 2021.
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Fig. 6. Percentage of audio sample rated as more or equally
natural in the second part of the study when comparing different Speech levels.

video (A(E ECA )). This effect is enhanced in the conditions with human voices (A(S human ): p < .001; A(S human+TTS ),
p < .01).
Results of the second part of the experiment are depicted in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows the percentages of
audio samples rated as more natural when comparing different Speech levels with each other. Listeners reliably
chose utterances spoken by a human voice (S human , S human+TTS ) as the more natural variant in all conditions. More
precisely, a human utterance with adequate prosody (S human ) was preferentially selected (over 96%) whenever
available. A human utterance with inadequate prosody (S human+TTS ) was only rated as more natural in comparison
with a synthetic utterance (S TTS ). However, in the latter comparisons 17.1% of the cases were also rated as being
equally natural. A likelihood ratio test comparing the generalized linear mixed-effects model including the type
of Comparison (between different Speech levels: 234 observations) as fixed factor with a null model having the
same random effect structure (see above) revealed that Comparison had a significant effect on whether the more or
less natural variant was perceived as more or equally natural (χ 2 = 11.98, p < .01). A further model comparison
including Participant Gender as another fixed factor revealed no significant effect.
With respect to the comparison of the naturalness of different speakers (Gender: G female , G male ), listeners’
choices were overall less clear and more ambiguous when comparing the identical Speech levels with each other.
In the S human and S TTS conditions listeners perceived both voices as equally natural in 59% of the cases. If listeners
decided between the female and male voice, the female voice is more often rated as more natural in the S human
condition (G female = 33.3% vs. G male = 7.7%), while the male voice is more often rated as more natural in the
S TTS condition (G female = 12.8% vs. G male = 28.2%). In the S human+TTS condition, the ratings are quite balanced,
although the male voice is most often rated as more natural (equal = 35.9%, G female = 25, 6%, G male = 38.5%).
A likelihood ratio test comparing the generalized linear mixed-effects model including the type of Comparison
(between the identical Speech levels: 117 observations) as fixed factor with a null model having the same random
effect structure (see above) revealed that Comparison or rather the Speech level had no significant effect on
whether the male or female speaker was perceived as more or equally natural (χ 2 = 5.29, p = .71). However,
a further model comparison including Participant Gender as another fixed factor revealed a significant effect
(χ 2 = 5.33, p < .05). Figure 7 shows the percentages of audio samples (different speakers (Gender: G female , G male ))
rated as more or equally natural when comparing the same Speech levels with each other split by the participants’
gender (Participant Gender: Pfemale , Pmale ). The graph resembles the overall results for the different choices by
the two participant groups: female listeners more often rated both voices as equally natural (Pfemale = 58.7% vs.
Pmale = 38.1%). With respect to the speakers’ gender, female listeners judge the male voice more often as more
natural (G female = 16% vs. G male = 25.3%), while male listeners judge the female voice more often as more natural
(G female = 38.1% vs. G male = 23.8%).
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Fig. 7. Percentage of audio sample rated as more or equally natural in the second part of the study. The data is shown per
Speech level and split between female and male participants.

The intermediate questions asked after the first part of the study revealed how many participants paid attention to the following aspects in the videos: speech (89.7%), lipsync (43.6%), gaze (28.2%), the individuals (25.6%),
the environment (15.4%); 7.7% of the participants specifically mentioned that they focused on intonation and pronunciation, albeit not given as the default answer option. Furthermore, the data shows interesting differences in
attention levels between participant gender for lipsync (Pfemale = 56.0%, Pmale = 21.4%) and gaze (P female = 36.0%,
Pmale = 14.3%), while 100% of the male participants stated that they paid attention to speech. In general, the
participants had diverse opinions on whether they would want to interact directly with one or both individuals
(VAS mean = 46.9, SD = 28.4) and showed no clear preference for an interaction with one of the individuals (both
equally = 48.8%, G female = 25.6%, G male = 25.6%). Furthermore, the VAS answers correlated with their ratings of
naturalness, r (934) = .14, p < .001, and aliveness, r (934) = .17, p < .001. Similarly, participants did not show
a clear tendency on whether they would prefer to see the individuals talking instead of just hearing them (VAS
mean = 45.6, SD = 32.8). Accordingly, most participants answered that they were able to follow both versions
of a dialogue equally well (71.8%), showing a slight preference for the audio-only (20.5%) version (vs. 7.7% for
video).

3

DISCUSSION

Our first hypothesis H1 can be confirmed: participants in general rated (1) a human voice as more natural
and alive than a synthetic voice and (2) adequate prosody as more natural and alive than inadequate prosody.
This also means that inadequate prosody triggered lower naturalness and aliveness ratings for the human voice:
N (S human ) > N (S human+TTS ) > N (S TTS ). It is interesting to see that S human+TTS (average N (S human+TTS ) ≈ 39.3)
has been judged to be closer to S TTS (average N (S TTS ) ≈ 16.4) than to S human (average N (S human ) ≈ 77.2). While
this effect might be considered an artifact of participants not being accustomed to using VASs, it is also reflected
in the direct comparisons between the Speech levels (cf. Figure 6). Here, the two levels with inadequate prosody
(S human+TTS vs. S TTS ) were rated significantly more often as equally natural than in the comparisons with the
prosodically adequate condition (S human ). This finding indicates a strong (unfavorable) impact of suboptimal
prosody on perceived naturalness in general.
Our second hypothesis H2 cannot be confirmed since there was no significant difference in naturalness and
aliveness ratings for synthetic speech due to the level of Embodiment. This means that a masking effect neither for
synthetic voice nor for inadequate prosody based on lowered expectations toward virtual agents was found in our
study. However, and surprisingly, only listening to dialogues spoken by human voices (instead of also watching
the ECAs speaking) significantly increased the perceived level of aliveness. This might be due to the fact that
the perception of aliveness of the human voice is potentially masked by seeing an ECA re-enacting this speech.
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This aspect was also emphasized by a participant’s free comment (“If you see an avatar you obviously cannot
rate it very human-like anymore”). Since the measure of rating the individuals as more “conscious and alive” was
taken from the Social Presence Survey [4], this result is somewhat surprising since normally it is expected that
social presence increases with better visualization (i.e., photographic, anthropomorphic, and behavioral realism,
cf. [32]). Additionally, it needs to be conceded that the movements (gesture, lipsync, etc.) of the ECAs, although
being recorded from real humans, may not be perfectly convincing. This was also the reason we decided to not
use photo-realistic rendering for the ECAs to avoid mismatches in rendering and behavioral realism [25].
Furthermore, there was a significant difference of the naturalness ratings between S1doctor and S2gaming compared to S3travel and S4training , especially due to the clearly diverging judgments in the S human+TTS condition. In
a post hoc analysis we found that those scenarios that received lower ratings show more severe misplacement
of accents: in S1doctor , as mentioned above, the combination of a wrong position of a lexical stress and of the
nuclear accent (on VORbeikommen, “come by”) was probably felt as the most serious mistake, closely followed
by the wrong nuclear accent placement on the adverb SIcherheitshalber (“in order to be on the safe side”) instead
of ERwin in S2gaming (see Table 1 and Table 2 in the appendix). A nuclear accent on an adverb is generally rare in
German, at least if it is not used contrastively. The difference in naturalness ratings between the four scenarios
is again more pronounced in the audio-only condition. This finding is in line with our expectation that seeing
an artificial agent speaking will affect what participants expect from them with regard to speech quality.
Our third hypothesis H3 cannot be confirmed either: participants perceived the female voice as least natural
in synthetic speech. This could potentially originate from the same rationale mentioned earlier, namely that
female synthetic voices are more common. One participant stated that “machine voices that you already know
from navigation systems or platform announcements sound very unnatural due to previous experiences with
those.” Two participants even stated that they already knew this specific synthetic voice from Siri. It is, however,
interesting to note that male participants were in general less inclined to rate both voices as equally natural,
preferring the natural female and the male synthetic voice.
When asked for suggestions for improvement on the presented dialogues, 6 participants proposed to formulate
them in a more natural manner, and 10 participants noted that they should be performed with a faster pace and
should be pronounced less precisely (5 participants). Still, a quarter of the participants (10) rated the intermediate
question whether they “want to interact with the individuals” with a mark of 66% or higher. While the variance
of the answers to this question was very high (11 participants rated it lower than 33%), it is interesting to see that
the answers to this question correlate with the answers given to the naturalness and aliveness questions by the
same participants. This outcome suggests that a high degree of naturalness is important to facilitate interactions
with conversational agents.
With this study we aim to raise awareness of the negative effect of inadequate prosody when utilizing
synthetic speech for ECA research. Extending the observations by Seaborn et al. [37] that synthetic and human
voices are not yet on a par, we added one previously neglected yet important dimension for this discrepancy,
namely inadequate prosody, which is quite common in synthesized utterances. While our work did not focus
on manually fine-tuning the off-the-shelf synthesis to produce adequate prosody for the same sentences, the
difference in naturalness ratings of the human speech (S human vs. S human+TTS ) and the differences between
the scenarios with different severeness of accent misplacement (S1doctor and S2gaming vs. S3travel and S4training )
indicate that naturalness of speech is strongly decreased by inadequate prosody. To this end, we strongly
recommend practitioners to pay close attention to inadequate prosody when it comes to ECAs’ speech. In case
of using natural speech, despite the labor and cost intensity, trained native speakers may produce the best results.
In case of using synthetic speech, practitioners should try to reduce or even omit inadequate prosody by either
reformulating sentences to achieve a more suited prosody or by manually fine-tuning the synthesis results.
This recommendation is especially true since a decrease in naturalness due to inadequate prosody potentially
decreases the desired effect when embedding ECAs, for example, in training as mentioned in the introduction.
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Nevertheless, these findings would need to be reproduced using embodied conversational agents interacting
with the participants in virtual reality since this would also improve the ecological validity of the linguistic results
as stated by Peeters [33]. Furthermore, while we conducted the study in German due to the higher availability
of native speakers, it would be interesting to reproduce it in English since the German synthetic voices are
potentially inferior to the English ones, the latter being further developed.

4

CONCLUSION

We conducted a within-subject online study to evaluate the effect of (1) inadequate prosody (as generated by
off-the-shelf TTS solutions) produced either by human speakers or off-the-shelf TTS synthesizers (here: Google
Cloud TTS) and (2) embodiment of the ECAs acting out the speech on the perceived naturalness of speech in a
virtual environment. Our results show that inadequate prosody has a strong effect on naturalness ratings. However, the results relating to speaker embodiment (comparing audio-only with interlocutors presented as ECAs)
were inconclusive, suggesting a minor role of the embodiment of ECAs in naturalness ratings of voice. From
the four scenarios used, those that displayed serious mistakes in the placement of nuclear accents were judged
as considerably worse than the other scenarios. This leads to the conclusion that a high level of naturalness in
human as well as synthetic speech for ECAs can only be achieved if the correct placement of pitch accents is
ensured.
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APPENDIX
A SCENARIOS S2 TO S4
Table 2. Conversation of the Second to Fourth Scenario Given by a Male ECA (A) and a Female ECA (B)
S2
A

B
A

B

S3
A

B
A

B

German (Adequate Prosody)
HALlo, habt ihr beide morgen Zeit
für einen gemütlichen SPIEleabend? Ich
hätte mal wieder Lust auf eine Runde
Siedler von CaTAN.
Das ist ja eine tolle IDEE, aber morgen
sind wir leider schon verPLANT.
SCHAde. Wie wäre es denn alternativ
mit einem Abend gegen Ende nächster
WOche?
Ja, das klingt für mich erst einmal GUT,
aber ich müsste ERwin sicherheitshalber noch fragen. Ich melde mich morgen
zuRÜCK.

German (TTS Prosody)
HALlo, habt ihr beide morgen Zeit
für einen gemütlichen SPIEleabend? Ich
hätte mal wieder Lust auf eine Runde
Siedler von CaTAN.
Das ist ja eine tolle IDEE, aber morgen
sind wir leider schon verPLANT.
SCHAde. Wie wäre es denn alternativ
mit einem Abend gegen Ende nächster
WOche?
Ja, das klingt für mich erst einmal GUT,
aber ich müsste Erwin SIcherheitshalber
noch fragen. Ich melde mich morgen
zuRÜCK.

English Translation
Hello, do you both have time tomorrow
for a cozy game evening? I would like to
play “Settlers of Catan” again.

German (Adequate Prosody)
HALlo, ich wollte mich nach Flügen
für eine Person von Hamburg nach
MELbourne erkundigen - am liebsten
BUSIness Class.
GERne – an welches Datum hätten Sie
dabei geDACHT?
Ich müsste am neunten oder zehnten
Mai in Australien ANkommen. Wenn es
geht bereits am VORmittag, sodass ich
noch im Hellen in mein HoTEL komme.
Alles KLAR, dann werde ich Ihnen
gleich mal ein paar Möglichkeiten
heraussuchen und ZUkommen lassen.

German (TTS Prosody)
HALlo, ich wollte mich nach Flügen
für eine Person von Hamburg nach
Melbourne erKUNdigen - am liebsten
BUSIness Class.
GERne – an welches Datum hätten Sie
dabei geDACHT?
Ich müsste am neunten oder zehnten
Mai in AusTRAlien ankommen. Wenn es
geht bereits am VORmittag, sodass ich
noch im Hellen in mein HoTEL komme.
Alles KLAR, dann werde ich Ihnen gleich mal ein paar Möglichkeiten heraussuchen und ZUkommen lassen.

English Translation
Hello, I want to book a flight for one person from Hamburg to Melbourne - preferably business class.

That’s a great idea but we already have
other plans for tomorrow.
Too bad. What about an evening towards
the end of next week as an alternative?
Yes, that sounds good to me, but I have to
ask Erwin to be on the safe side. I’ll get
back to you tomorrow.

You’re welcome - which date do you have
in mind?
I have to arrive in Australia on the 9th or
10th of May. I would prefer landing in the
morning, to be able to arrive in the hotel
during daytime.
All right, then I’ll select some options and
send them to you right away.

S4
A

German (Adequate Prosody)
German (TTS Prosody)
English Translation
HALlo, wann und wo soll ich Dich HALlo, wann und wo soll ich Dich Hello, when and where should I pick you
morgen zum FUSSballtraining abholen? morgen zum Fussballtraining ABholen? up tomorrow for our football training?
B
Wie wäre es mit sieben Uhr dreissig an Wie wäre es mit sieben Uhr dreissig an How about 7:30 at the bus stop in front of
der Bushaltestelle vor der ANnakirche? der Bushaltestelle vor der ANnakirche? the Annakirche? That’s on your way.
Das liegt ja bei dir auf dem WEG.
Das liegt ja bei dir auf dem WEG.
A
Super, das PASST. Aber sei diesmal Super, das PASST. Aber sei diesmal Great, that works out. Please be more
bitte pünktlicher als die LETZten beiden bitte pünktlicher als die letzten beiden punctual this time compared to the last
Male, sonst sind wir wieder zu spät und MAle, sonst sind wir wieder zu spät und two times; otherwise, we’ll be late again
müssen fünf STRAFrunden laufen.
müssen fünf STRAFrunden laufen.
and have to run five penalty laps.
B
Alles klar, ich werde mir MÜhe geben. Alles klar, ich werde mir MÜhe geben. All right, I’ll do my best. I’ll set an alarm
Ich stelle mir gleich einen Wecker damit Ich stelle mir gleich einen Wecker damit right away to make sure I leave on time.
ich pünktlich -LOSgehe.
ich pünktlich LOSgehe.
Accented syllables are written in bold face and the nuclear accent in bold capitals. The adequate prosody was used for S human whereas
TTS prosody was used for S human+TTS as well as S TTS . For the latter, inadequate nuclear accents are highlighted in red. An English
translation of the text is given in the right-hand column.
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